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For a set A 2 w of natural numbers, its dtfference set is 
D(A)={x-y: y<xandx,y~A}. 
A set C is a difference set if C is the difference set of some A c w. The set of all 
difference sets is visibly a Ci subset of (0, 1 }“. (We are identifying (0, 1 }” with the 
set of all subsets of w.) In 1974, Ruzsa [4] asked for conditions under which a set 
is a difference set. Fiiredi et al. [2] made Ruzsa’s question more precise by asking 
(Question 1 of [2]) if the set of all difference sets is Borel. In fact, it is stated in 
[2] that one goal of both [2] and its sequel [l] is “to characterize the family of all 
difference sets or else show that this family is not Borel”. We answer this question by 
showing that the set of difference sets is not Borel. Moreover, the following theorem, 
which is our answer to the titular question, will be proved. 
Theorem 1. The set of all d@erence sets is a Ct -complete subset of (0, 1 }I”. 
A theorem of a similar ilk can be found in [5] 
The standard example of a C{-complete set is the set of all (canonical codes of) 
trees having infinite branches. For subsets A, B C w, we write A < B if there is n E B 
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such that A = B rl it. As is usual, [o]<“‘, is the set of all finite subsets of w. We let 
[o]:” be the set of all those s E [WI<” for which 0 E s. A tree is a nonempty subset 
T Cfol,‘” such that s E T whenever 0 # s + t E T. The canonical code of s E [o]<~ 
is CiES2j, and the canonical code of T & [o] cw is the set of all canonical codes of 
elements of T. A brunch of a tree T is a maximal subset of T linearly ordered by 
3. Notice that a branch and its union have the same Turing degree. An operator is a 
function from (0, l}w to (0, l}w. An operator is recursive if there is a partial recursive 
function cp such that for each m E o there is 12 E u such that whenever f : w --+ (0, l}, 
then (@(f))(m) = cp(f 1 n, m), and such that whenever f : w + (0, 1 } and m, n E o are 
such that cp(f 1 n,m) is defined, then (@(f))(m) = cp(f (n, m). Clearly, each recursive 
operator is continuous. We say that a subset SS C{O, l}” is xi-complete if 9 is a 
Ci set and there is a recursive operator Qi : (0, l}w --) (0, 1)” such that for any 
(T) E (0, l}“, Q(T) E $9 iff T is a tree with an infinite branch. 
It is well known that a Ct -complete set is not Borel. Thus, to prove Theorem 1, 
we will construct a recursive operator @ : (0, 1)” + {O,l}” such that, for any tree T, 
Q(T) is a difference set iff T has an infinite branch. 
Theorem 1 is a consequence of a stronger result from which the answers to two other 
questions from [2] can be deduced. For a subset C C o, let D-‘(C) = {A : 0 E A G w 
and D(A) = C}. A set C is a unique-d@erence set if /D-‘(C)) = 1. Fiiredi et al. [2] 
studied the possible sizes of D-‘(C) for infinite C, showing that for each n E o there 
is an infinite C 2 co such that 1 D-‘(C) 1 = 2”. They asked in Question 3 of [2] for 
those m E w for which there is an infinite C C w such that 1 D-‘(C) ) = m. They also 
asked, in Question 2 of [2], if there is some C 2 w such that I D-‘(C) ( = No. These 
two questions are answered by the next theorem. 
Theorem 2. For any cardinal m d No there is a recursive, injnite C G o such that 
ID-‘(C)I = m. 
Both Theorem 1 and 2 are consequences of Theorem 3, whose statement requires 
some additional terminology. If T C [co];” is a tree, then an enumerative extension of 
T is a oneeone function E from T onto some (not necessarily proper) initial segment 
of w such that whenever s + t E T, then E(s) < E(t). Every r.e. tree has a recursive 
enumerative extension. There is a recursive operator 0 with the property that O(T) is 
an enumerative extension of T whenever T is a tree. 
An embedding of T is a function F: T -+ [co]:” such that ifs, t E T, then s + t iff 
F(s) 4 F(t). If F is an embedding of the tree T and Xc T, then let 
F [X] = {s E [co];” : s 5 F(t) for some t E X}. 
Clearly, F[T] is a tree, and F induces a one-one correspondence between the set of 
branches of T and the set of branches of F[T]. 
If s, t E [o],‘w and s < t but for no Y E [o]:~ is it the case that s + r + t, then 
t covers s. We say that an embedding F : T -+ [co],, <w is progressive if whenever t 
covers s, then min(F(t)\F(s))B max(t). Notice that if T is a recursive tree and F is 
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a recursive, progressive embedding of T, then F[T] is a recursive tree, and also for 
any branch X of r, X and F[X] have the same Turing degree. 
Clearly, the following theorem has Theorems 1 and 2 as consequences. 
Theorem 3. There are recursive operators @ and Y such that whenever T C [o]:~ 
is a tree and E is an enumerative extension of T, then: 
(3.1) Y(E) is a progressive embedding of T; 
(3.2) D-‘(@i(E)) is the set of the unions of injinite branches of Y(E)[T]. 
We check that Theorem 3 implies Theorem 1. For this implication we do not need 
that Y(E) is progressive in (3.1) and in place of (3.2) we can get by with the weaker 
statement: Q(E) is a difference set iff T has an infinite branch. Now let @ and Y be 
as in Theorem 3, and let 0 be a recursive operator such that whenever T is a tree, 
then O(T) is an enumerative extension of T. Clearly, @ o 0 is a recursive operator, 
and for any tree T, T has an infinite branch iff Qi (O( T)) is a difference set. 
Next we check that Theorem 3 implies Theorem 2. Let m <No be a cardinal. It is 
very easy to obtain a recursive tree T having exactly m infinite branches. Let E be 
a recursive enumerative extension of T, and let @ and ‘P be as in Theorem 3. Then 
C = Q(E) is a recursive set (and necessarily infinite if m > 0) for which D-‘(C) 
consists precisely of the unions of the m infinite branches of Y(E) [T]. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We begin with some terminology. A subset A C w is a B2-set if 
whenever al,a2,bl,bz E A are such that al + a2 = b1 + b2, then {a],a2} = {bl,bz}. 
(Although it is not important here, observe that if A is a Bz-set and IAl >3, then A 
is not a difference set.) If B C A G LO, A is a B2-set and D(A) = D(B), then A = B. 
If s C w is finite, then we define s* as follows: if s = 0, then S* = 0; if s # 8, then 
s* = {max(s) - a : a E s}. If A, B C w, then A is a translate of B if there are a, b E o 
such that A + a = B + b. Of course, if 0 E A, then every translate of A has the form 
A + a for some a E w. 
Now let T C [w]:~ be a tree, and let E be an enumerative extension of T. For each 
n E w, let tn = E-‘(n). We will define C = Q(E) and, at the same time, an embedding 
F = Y(E) of T; we will denote F(t,) by A,. (For convenience, we will assume that 
T is infinite; the case of finite T is not so interesting.) 
We will construct sequences Ao,A,,Az,. . . and Co, Ci, Cl,. . of elements of [~]a(~, 
and we will let c, = max(C,). We choose A0 and CO so that 
A0 = {O,l} and Ca = {0,1,4}. (1) 
At stage n we will define A,,+1 and C,,+l having already defined Ao, AI, . , A, and 
Co, Cl,. . . , C,, such that whenever i,j <n, then the following hold: 
if ti + t, then A; 4 Ai, (2) 
if i < j then Ci + Cj, (3) 
D(Ai) = Ci\{ci}. (4) 
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Let m<n be such that tn+l covers t,,,. Let C,\D(A,) = {&,dl,...,d,}, where c,,, = do 
< d, < ... < d, = c,,. (This is possible because of (3) and (4).) Let x,-, = 4c, + 
max(t,+l), and let Xi+1 = 4(Xi + di) for i<r. Then let A,,+, = A, U {xo,xo + do,xt, 
XI +dl , . . . ,x,,x, +d,),c,+l = X,+I and G+I = D(A,+,)U{c,+,}. (At this point notice, 
for each i E O, that 0 E Ci and max(Ci) = ci>4(max(Ci\{ci})) > 0, SO that C’i is not 
a difference set. Thus, the case of finite T can be handled by this same construction.) 
From the construction it is evident that (1)+4) hold whenever i, j E co, Now let 
Q(E) = c = U{Cn : n E 0). 
It is apparent that both @ and Y are recursive operators and that Y(E) is a progres- 
sive embedding of T, so that (3.1) of Theorem 3 holds. It remains to prove (3.2). 
We first prove the easier half of (3.2). Suppose that A is the union of an infinite 
branch of Y(E) [T]. Then T has an infinite branch X = {ti,,, ti,, ti2,. . .}, where (0) = ti,,, 
each tir + , covers til, and A = Y(E) [X] = U{Aa : k E co}. It easily follows from (2)--(4) 
that D(A) = C = Q(E), so that A E D-‘(Q(E)). 
Next we prove the harder half of (3.2). 
It is easy to check that the following statements hold whenever j E w: 
Aj is a Bz-set, 
ifx,y,z E Aj and x < y <z then z > 3x, 
(5) 
(6) 
there is no c E C such that 0 < Cj+l - c <2cj, (7) 
ifcj <cEC thenc>3cj. (8) 
We will prove only (8), leaving the proofs of (5)-(7) to the reader. 
Assume to the contrary that c E C and cj < c < 3cj. Without loss, we can assume 
by (3) that c = min(Ci+, \Cj). Then, by (4), there are a, b E Aj+l such that b - a = c. 
Let m d j be such that tj+l covers t,,,. Then, using the notation from the definition of 
Aj+l, we have 
Aj+l =A, U {x0,x0 +do,xl,xl +dl,. . . ,xr,xr + A). 
We consider three cases, each of which leads to a contradiction. If a, b E A,, then 
c = b-a< max(A,) < c,dcj. If, for some i < r,a<xi +di < xi+1 <b, then c = 
b - a axi+ - (xi + di) > 3xi > 3cj. Finally, if, for some i <Y,U = xi and b = xi + di, 
then c = di < cj. 
Now suppose that B E D-‘(Q(E)); that is, D(B) = C and 0 E B. It follows from 
(3) that C is infinite, so B also is infinite. Let B = {bo, bl, bz,. . .}, where 0 = bo < 
b, < b2 < ‘... We will prove that B is the union of a branch of Y(E) [T]. 
Lemma. If S 4 B, then there is m E o such that some translate of S is a subset 
of.4,. 
Proof. If ISI < 1, then the conclusion is trivial, so assume (SI 22. Notice that S’ = 
{max(S) - a : CI E S} C C. Thus, we can let k E o be such that S* c Ck. We are going 
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to consider the set S* U (S* + ck+l ). Observe that 
max(S*) = max(S)dCk < Ckft = min(S* + ck+l ). 
Thus, if a E S and b E S* + Ck+I, then a < b. 
We claim that some translate of S’ U (S* + ck+l) is a subset of C. For, since 
Ck+l E C, there are x, y E B such that y - x = CL+]. It must be that x2 max(S); for, 
if x < max(S), then c = y - max(S), which contradicts (7). Thus, 
{x - s : s E s} u {y - s : s E s} = (s’ u (s* + ckfl)) + (x - mix(S)), 
so {x - s : s E s} U {y - s : s E s} is a translate of S* U (S’ + Ck+] ) and is a subset 
of C. This proves the claim. 
Now let n E w be the least natural number such that some translate of S*U(S*+ck+l) 
is a subset of C,,+t . Clearly n > k. Let c (where necessarily c E C,+t ) be such that 
R = (s* U (s* + Ck+I)) -I- c iS a tradate Of s* U (s* i- ck+l) and iS a subset Of 
C n+,. Thus, RC C,,,, = D(A,,+, ) U {c,+, }. We claim that R G D(A,+, ). If not, then 
C,+I = c + ckfl + max(S), so that 0 < c,+t - c = Ck+] + max(S)dk, and (7) is 
contradicted. So R & D(A,+, ). 
Let m <n be such that t,,+t covers tm. Using the notation from the definition of A,+, , 
we have 
A n+~ =A,U{xo,xo+do,x~,x~ +d~,...,x,,x,+d,}. 
By the minimality of 12, there is w E R\Cn, and then by (8), w 23c,, Thus, whenever 
x E R, then 3c, -xdw -x6 tnaX(S* U(S* +q+l)) < 2ckfl <2c,,, so that x > c,. In 
particular, Rf’ {do,dl ,..., d,.} = 0. 
Notice that if x, y E R, then x - y< max(D(R)) = max(S* U (S* + Ck+I))<2ck+l. 
From this fact and the facts that R I- {do, d,, . . . , d,} = 8 and (RI 33, it can be proved 
that there is i <Y such that 
RC{x;-a:aEA,}U{(xi+d;)-a:aEA,}. 
(This can be done in three steps. First, show that R\D(A,) # 0. Next, show that 
R ~D(A,,+I \A,) = 8. Finally, show that if ai,az E A, and yt,y2 E A,+,\A, are such 
that yt - al,yz - a2 E R then for some i<r, yt,y2 E {x;,xi + di}. The details are left 
to the reader.) Since di 3 cm > max(A,), it follows that 
max({xi-a:aEA,}) < min({xi+di-a:aEA,}) 
Thus, either S* + c C_ {xi - a : a E A,} or S* + c,+t + c & {(xi + di) - a : u E A,}. In 
either case we get that some translate of S’ is a subset of A;, so that some translate 
of S is a subset of A,,,. This proves the lemma. 
We have just proved that if S + B then there are m,e E w such that S + e CA,,,. It 
follows from (6) that if ISI 23, then e < 62. Therefore, there is e such that whenever 
S -X B there is m E Q such that S + e&A,,,. Let mi be the least m E o such that 
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S + eGA, where S 4 B and ISI = i. It easily follows from (2H4) that X = U{tm, : 
i E w} is an infinite branch and that 
B+eCY(E)[X]=A=U{AmI: iGo}. 
Thus D(A) = D(B) = D(B + e). We saw in (5) that A is a Bz-set. Hence, A = B + e, 
so that e = 0 and thus A = B. Therefore B is not union of Y(E) [Xl, so that B is the 
union of an infinite branch of Y/(E) [T]. Cl 
We remark that each C constructed in the proof of Theorem 3 has the property that 
each A E D-‘(C) is a Bz-set. Thus, if A, B E D-‘(C) and A C B, then A = B. 
Downey et al. proved in [l] that there is a recursive set C which is the difference 
set of a co-r.e. set but is not the difference set of any r.e. set. This result does not 
follow from Theorem 3; however, as Jockusch observed, we can get the following 
related result as a corollary to Theorem 3. 
CoroIIary 4. For each degree d < 0’ there is a set A having degree d such that D(A) 
is a recursive unique-d$erence set. 
Proof. An easy construction results in a recursive tree T with a unique infinite branch 
X, and X is a set of degree d. Let E be a recursive enumerative xtension of T. Then 
let @ and Y be as in Theorem 3, and let A = Y(E)[X]. Then D(A) = Q(E) is a 
recursive unique-difference s t, and A and X have the same degree. •I 
It is easy to see that if A is r.e. and D(A) is a recursive unique-difference s t, then 
A is recursive. Furthermore, if A is r.e., C = D(A) is recursive and IO-‘(C)] < 2u”, 
then A is recursive. It is apparently open whether or not there is a recursive C such 
that D-‘(C) contains an r.e. set but not a recursive set.2 
The method of obtaining Corollary 4 from Theorem 3 is formalized in the following 
corollary. The reader is referred to [3] for relevant information about fly classes. 
Corollary 5. For any ljy class x C oY”, there is a recursive C G w and a degree- 
preserving bijection from x onto D-‘(C). 
Jockusch has pointed out that by consideration of the appropriate ny classes, the 
next two corollaries can then be obtained from Theorem 3. 
Corollary 6. For each recursive ordinal u there exists A & w having degree 0’“’ such 
that D(A) is a recursive unique-diflerence set. 
Corollary 7. There is a recursive difference set C such that D-‘(C) contains no 
hyperarithmetical sets. 
* I have recently constructed such a set C 
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